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THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK:     Daughters of Europe fight Back  By Mrs Vera West
     I have mentioned the movement 120db: www.120db.info which is a fast growing movement of German women 
fighting back against the rape of European women by migrants. Feminists have not only failed to speak out against 
this genocide, but have worked with the Left to actively suppress discussion, as this video in English mentions:
https://www.counter-currents.com/2018/02/video-of-the-day-german-women-denounce-migrant-violence-and-political-betrayal/

In dramatic images, it tells it all for those who still “just don’t get it,” or have their heads buried in the sand. 
Required homework for everyone.
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The Price of Freedom is Eternal Vigilance

EUROPEAN MIGRATION CRISIS
SPIRALLING OUT OF CONTROL  

By Chris Knight
     The Australian media are not reporting on it, but Europe has slid into a state of civil war, with the battle grounds 
being almost every street. 

France:  “French Interior Minister Gérard Collomb described the level of violence in Calais as “unprecedented.” 
He attributed the fighting to an escalating turf war between Afghan and Kurdish gangs seeking to gain control 
over human trafficking between Calais and Britain, which many migrants view as “El Dorado” because of its 
massive underground economy…. Hundreds of Africans and Asians armed with knives and iron rods fought 
running street battles in the northern port city of Calais on February 1, less than two weeks after French President 
Emmanuel Macron visited the area and pledged to crack down on illegal immigration. The clashes plunged 
Calais — emblematic of Europe’s failure to control mass migration — into a war zone and reinforced the 
perception that French authorities have lost control of the country’s security situation. The mass brawls, fought 
in at least three different parts of Calais, erupted after a 37-year-old Afghan migrant running a human trafficking 
operation, fired gunshots at a group of Africans who did not have money to pay for his services. Five Africans 
suffered life-threatening injuries. Within an hour, hundreds of Eritreans, Ethiopians and Sudanese took to the 
streets of Calais and attacked any Afghans they could find. More than a thousand police officers using batons and 
tear gas were deployed to restore order. Two dozen migrants were hospitalized.”
https://www.gatestoneinstitute.org/11848/france-migrant-crisis

     The battles are right across racial and ethnic lines now, showing the delusional nature of the liberals 
multicultural/multiracial dream. We have been reporting on the rape crisis in Europe, with Sweden and Germany 
being notable examples:  https://gellerreport.com/2018/02/rape-pants.html
     But, in strong gun-controlled Sweden, armed migrant teens freely roam the cities with AK-47 assault rifles:
https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/teens-roam-streets-with-rifles-as-crime-swamps-sweden-q83g055k9 

“In Malmö, where a fifth of the 340,000 inhabitants are under 18, children as young as 14 roam the streets with 
Kalashnikov assault rifles and bulletproof vests. The average age of gang members is 22, the vast majority of 
them hailing from migrant families.”

     And that is just from the mainstream press. There seems to be emerging a violent backlash against this in other 
parts of Europe indicating that there will be no pleasant democratic end to all of this:
http://www.shtfplan.com/headline-news/immigrants-vs-aliens-the-global-invasion-giveaway-continues_01252018            ***
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THE WAVE OF TRANSGENDERISM  By Mrs Vera West

     In the US, and probably right across the West, 
increasing numbers of teenagers are now identifying as 
transgender, according to recent studies:

http://abcnews.go.com/Lifestyle/wireStory/
boy-girl-teens-identify-transgender-52840089 

“The study looked at students in 9th and 11th grade 
and estimated that nearly 3 percent are transgender or 
gender nonconforming, meaning they don’t always 
self-identify as the sex they were assigned at birth. 
That includes kids who refer to themselves using 
neutral pronouns like “them” instead of “he” or “she.”
“Diverse gender identities are more prevalent than 
people would expect,” said lead author Nic Rider, 
a University of Minnesota postdoctoral fellow who 
studies transgender health. The study is an analysis of 
a 2016 statewide survey of almost 81,000 Minnesota 
teens. Nearly 2,200 identified as transgender or gender 
nonconforming. 
The study found that these kids reported worse mental 
and physical health than other kids, echoing results 
seen in previous research. Bullying and discrimination 
are among possible reasons for the differences, Rider 
said, although the survey didn’t ask. Rider said it’s 
a study based on a statewide population of teens in 
9th and 11th grades and that the results can be used to 
estimate numbers of trans and gender nonconforming 
teens in those grades across the United States.”

     Although it is being said that there were always such 
large numbers of transgendered people, right throughout 
history, but only in these enlightened times are they free 
to be, well, free, there is an alternative view. It could well 
be the product of media attention which has celebrated 
transgenderism, which is not to say that many people do 
have legitimate gender identity issues and do indeed need 
to be treated with compassion and understanding rather 
than hate. 
     Nevertheless, the statistics of the rise begs for an 
explanation, for it is unlikely that such numbers of people 
were always present in society, but repressed.
There is a possibility that hormone-altering chemicals, 
which rage through teenage bodies could be having an 
impact, perhaps in combination with social causes:
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5351661/Chemicals-plastic-90-
teenage-bodies.html 

     It has been found that up to 90 percent of teenagers 
have high concentrations of the chemical Bisphenol 
A (PBA) in their bodies, which mimics the female 
sex hormone oestrogen, and has been linked to low 
sperm counts and infertility in men. The evidence 
for a hormonal cause for transgenderism though, is 
controversial and is unlikely to be due to any simple 
hormonal imbalance. My own view, is that the 
sociologists are right about this one, and that it is indeed 
a social construction:
https://www.livescience.com/51652-transgender-youth-dont-have-hormonal-
imbalance.html       ***

#MEETOOISM AS MORAL PANIC AGAINST MEN  By Mrs Vera West
     We live in strange times. While women are being 
openly raped in Europe, and young White children 
groomed by rape gangs in Britain, there has been a 
growing movement to out and expose powerful men, 
mainly in the US entertainment industry for sexual 
misadventures. We have covered the #MeeToo movement 
before, noting that there are certainly legitimate cases 
of rape and that the men responsible need to be brought 
before the law. However, as observed by Claire Berlinski 
in a recent article at The American Interest, these fully 
legitimate concerns have ballooned out of all proportion, 
and have grown into another feminist assault upon men:

“If you are reading this, it means I have found an 
outlet that has not just fired an editor for sexual 
harassment. This article circulated from publication 
to publication, like old-fashioned samizdat, and was 
rejected repeatedly with a sotto voce, “Don’t tell 
anyone. I agree with you. But no.” Friends have urged 
me not to publish it under my own name, vividly 
describing the mob that will tear me from limb to limb 
and leave the dingoes to pick over my flesh. It says 
something, doesn’t it, that I’ve been more hesitant to 
speak about this than I’ve been of getting on the wrong 

side of the Mafia, al-Qaeda, or the Kremlin?
But speak I must. It now takes only one accusation to 
destroy a man’s life. Just one for him to be tried and 
sentenced in the court of public opinion, overnight 
costing him his livelihood and social respectability. We 
are on a frenzied extrajudicial warlock hunt that does 
not pause to parse the difference between rape and 
stupidity. The punishment for sexual harassment is so 
grave that clearly this crime—like any other serious 
crime—requires an unambiguous definition. We have 
nothing of the sort. In recent weeks, one after another 
prominent voice, many of them political voices, have 
been silenced by sexual harassment charges. 
Not one of these cases has yet been adjudicated in 
a court of law. Leon Wieseltier, David Corn, Mark 
Halperin, Michael Oreskes, Al Franken, Ken Baker, 
Rick Najera, Andy Signore, Jeff Hoover, Matt 
Lauer, even Garrison Keillor—all have received the 
professional death sentence. Some of the charges 
sound deadly serious. But others—as reported 
anyway—make no sense. I can’t say whether the 
charges against these men are true; I wasn’t under the 
bed.    (continued next page)
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(continued from previous page)   But even if true, some have 
been accused of offenses that aren’t offensive, or 
offenses that are only mildly so—and do not warrant 
total professional and personal destruction.”

     This is all true. A legitimate burst of anger against evil 
in Hollywood against women has spiralled out of control. 
I am naturally cynical because some of the politically 
correct women championing the US movement, were 

quite willing to work with the rapists before all of this 
was exposed, but now that it is safe for their careers, 
well, they too can play the victim. But, most of all I am 
cynical about protests that ignores the plight of women in 
Europe, where brutality found in a war zone has become 
part of life:
https://voiceofeurope.com/2018/01/swedish-politician-compares-country-to-
war-zone-after-spate-of-shootings-and-bombings/ 
                         ***

BRAVE NEW POLITICALLY CORRECT WORLD  By James Reed
     It is now well known that their universities engage 
in brainwashing of students, primarily by the time old 
method of indoctrination. But, things have moved to a 
whole new level, with the use of Soviet-style psycho 
technics, as seen in the old movie Clockwork Orange, to 
force them to be politically correct:

https://www.thecollegefix.com/post/39393/ 
“Some San Diego State University students are 
undergoing what organizers acknowledge is a 
“disturbing” series of “sensory experiences” in an 
attempt to drive out students’ prejudicial tendencies 
and help make them less oppressive. The annual 
workshop, “Journey to a Shared Humanity,” is 
described on the university’s website as a way for 
organizers to get students to “step outside their 
comfort zone and into the shoes of those who are 
struggling with oppressive circumstances.” This year, 
some students were required to attend the event as part 
of their classes. During the experience, students are 
walked through a darkened multipurpose room to view 
a series of theatrical vignettes acted out by campus 
leaders.”

     Typical nonsense practiced by the manic universities. 
It proves nothing because with operant conditioning and 
enough electric shocks you could probably convince 
a man that he is a fish. But that would not allow him 
to live, unaided, under water. The mere fact that the 
politically correct regime needs to engage in Soviet-
style torture to enforce their worldview shows that their 
position has feet of clay, with the foundational cracks 
getting bigger every day. No doubt the universities would 
be only concerned about so-called “white racism.” Yet on 
US campuses, and the trend is coming here, anti-white 
racism is becoming common too:

https://www.naturalnews.com/2018-01-30-anti-white-racism-is-
becoming-blatant-on-college-campuses.html 
“It is nearly impossible to deny the fact that there is a 
war being waged on white people in this country, and 
although it exists inside of almost every single one of 
America’s institutions (Hollywood, the mainstream 
media, Washington D.C., etc.), it is perhaps most 
aggressive on college campuses. Last October, for 
instance, a philosophy professor at Emory University 
by the name of George Yancy was caught lecturing 

his white students on their “inherent racism” and 
how important it is for them to recognize their “white 
privilege.” Professor Yancy argued that many white 
students have never really had to sit down to think 
about how the color of their skin could be problematic, 
and that he wants his white people “to acknowledge 
their inherent racism and fight actively against it.”
Many other schools have created programs similar 
to the events being held at the University of Oregon, 
whereby white students are separated from students 
of color to learn about “white privilege” and other 
social justice nonsense. If this isn’t a blatant example 
of reverse racism, then what is?      It’s a shame that 
the school administrators at the University of Oregon 
are creating and promoting such divisive programs for 
their students to participate in, and even though some 
of them may have good intentions, they have to realize 
that they are making our country worse, not better.”

     This is not restricted to the US. Here in Australia in 
the Arts, Humanities, and especially the Social Sciences, 
if it can be called that, all manner of politically correct 
nonsense is poured over students. In particular, it is 
common for a white lecturer to get on their high horse 
and go on about “white privilege,” while ignoring the 
elephant in the room, namely that she/he is white and 
highly privileged, with a salary that working people 
would die for, instead of just dying from over-work. 
Somehow, these degenerate liberals see themselves as 
morally pure and above the lies they preach.
     Thus, as always, I urge you to support my campaign 
to end this by closing down the universities and putting 
in their place a new system of higher education, that 
eliminates the “Farts’ topics, pardon the French, and 
focuses on vocational training and jobs. Let the Leftoids 
fund their own political weapons, not long-suffering 
taxpayers.        ***
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CUCKING CANADA  By Charles Taylor
     We are not surprised to hear almost anything coming 
from the politically correct land of Canada, which seems 
to have a national death wish, rivalled only by Sweden.
The latest is to change the national anthem so that all 
male pronouns are removed:
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2018/02/02/canada-changing-
national-anthem-remove-male-pronouns-make-lyrics-gender-neutral/

     I must admit that I was surprised because surely the 
really inclusive thing to have done would have been to 
put the entire 32 genders into the song, so that the song 
became a song about gender. Prime Minister Trudeau 
actually corrected a woman to say ‘peoplekind’ instead 
of ‘mankind’.  Justin Trudeau interrupted a woman 
complaining about Canada’s restrictive regulations 
on religious volunteers to tell her to use the term 
‘peoplekind’ instead of ‘mankind.’ The Canadian Prime 
Minister was hosting a Q&A at MacEwan University 
in Edmonton on Friday as part of his cross-country tour 
which began last month.
https://www.rt.com/news/418061-trudeau-peoplekind-correction-mankind/

     No wonder humanity has not yet got a colony on 
Mars.         ***

12 RULES FOR LIFE  By James Reed

     Read any good books lately? Well, yes,  I have, 
Jordan Peterson’s latest book, 12 Rules for Life, (Random 
House, 2018), which is hot from the press. I was 
delighted to get the review copy of this from our noble 
editor in Adelaide, who posted this great work to me in 
steamy Melbourne.  Readers will need no introduction to 

this Canadian intellectual, who has 
attacked all aspects of poetical, sorry 
I mean political  correctness, yet has 
still landed on his feet, so far.   
He has demolished feminists with 
ease, using cold fresh logic. They 
simply cannot stand this, being used 
to hysterical screaming, chanting 
and other irrelevant devices. If you 
go to YouTube you can see all of his 
videos, which are sheer delights. We 

at this site are very impressed with this youngish man 
(compared to old timers like me), and look forward to 
others joining the fight once they see that the system has 
feet of clay. Now to the book. 
     The rules seem at first glance unusual when you read 
the titles, but when you read the chapter, enlightenment 
dawns. Thus, for example, rule 11 is: do not bother 
children when they are skateboarding? Why the 
goodness, not, could there not be any number of good 
reasons, not to skateboard, such as public safety, for I 
have almost been knocked off my arthritic feet by young 
mobile lads on these boards?

     Sure, it is dangerous Professor Peterson says in his 
disarmingly logical voice, but what we are seeing is 
the early development of children facing danger and 
triumphing over it. It is the equivalent of young Africans 
in the past hunting lions, or whatever dangerous thing it 
was they did, to reach the high summits of manhood long 
ago. 
     Peterson is something of a champion for young men, 
and he then uses this example to go into bat for them, 
whom he says are under attack by the feminist society (p. 
297) and young males especially are suffering. (p. 298) 
This leads him on to a discussion of postmodernism as 
the intellectual symbol of this retreat from male values, 
and its deliberate nihilistic and destructive consequences. 
(p. 311) Then that leads him into transgenderism and then 
back to more general philosophical considerations from 
a conservative perspective about the proper role of the 
sexes. It is not, spoiler alert, the present status quo, which 
he argues right through the book, to be undermining of 
both men and women.
     There is no easy answer for men in all of this, but 
Peterson thinks that hope should never be abandoned, 
and it is not lost,  in the symbol of the skateboarding 
youth, primarily a male domain. Men still toughen each 
other up by pushing themselves, and pushing other men. 
(p. 331) The skateboarders are a symbol of this, and this 
chapter like all the others contains the same optimistic 
message, that although times are grim, human life was 
never easy and that kites manage to fly by rising against 
the wind. As the famous “mouse utopia” experiment 
show, mice given all the food and comfort they could 
wish for, if mice wish, become soft and lazy, and the 
population soon dies out:
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/ 
how-mouse-utopias-1960s-led-grim-predictions-humans-180954423/  ***


